
Mold Aid Announces New Website Featuring
Real Life Stories Of Mold Removal

/EINPresswire.com/ Mold Aid, provider

of mold removal and prevention

services, introduces

www.moldaidreview.com, a site which

compiles reviews of Mold Aid and

personal stories of mold remediation

as told by past clients.

GAINESVILLE, VA -- Mold remediation and MD & VA mold removal provider, Mold Aid, unveiled a

brand new website detailing personal accounts of individuals affected by hazardous mold, and

the various measures taken by Mold Aid to assist them.

The site, www.moldaidreview.com, features candid reviews of the Virginia-based business,

submitted by clients whom the company has aided with a host of mold related services including

remediation, structural drying, water damage repair and air quality assurance.

"We've built our business on customer satisfaction and take great pride in the work we do. Mold

can be a very dangerous hazard and we don't take the health and well-being of the individuals

we assist lightly. This new website will give potential clients an idea of the quality of service they

can expect from Mold Aid and personal accounts of our process, unfiltered and unedited,

directly from past customers," said John Taylor, owner of Mold Aid National, Inc.

(http://www.moldaid.com). 

Each story is accompanied by the customer name and the location where the work was done. In

addition to reviews of Mold Aid, the site also lists the services that Mold Aid provides and the

many certifications that its technicians hold.

Mold Aid has been helping families and businesses in MD and VA for over a decade with mold

testing, removal and damage repair. The company stresses the importance that if mold

prevention fails, then immediate action should be taken to contain and remove any spore

growth.

"It's vital to address potential mold issues as soon as a problem is suspected to avoid additional

structural damage and deteriorating air quality. It's our hope that by reading what past clients
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have to say about Mold Aid on our new review site, individuals who may require our services will

be confident in addressing the situation with us as soon as possible so that we can get them

back into a safe environment quickly," said Taylor.

With some of the most highly certified technicians in the industry, Mold Aid can provide whole

home or business thermal imaging inspections to identify potential problems and recommend

corrective actions, which can return families or businesses to a mold-free environment in a

matter of days.

About Mold Aid: 

For more than 10 years Mold Aid, a division of Acquired Home Services, has provided

professional mold removal and remediation, water and flood damage repair, structural drying

and air duct cleaning for both residential and commercial clients in Virginia, Maryland and

Washington, D.C. Mold Aid employs only expertly qualified and highly certified technicians to

ensure 100% customer satisfaction..
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